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CEDULE+: Resource Management for Burstable
Cloud Instances Using Predictive Analytics
Riccardo Pinciroli, Ahsan Ali, Feng Yan, and Evgenia Smirni

Abstract—Nearly all principal cloud providers now provide
burstable instances in their offerings. The main attraction of
this type of instance is that it can boost its performance for
a limited time to cope with workload variations. Although
burstable instances are widely adopted, it is not clear how to
efficiently manage them to avoid waste of resources. In this
paper, we use predictive data analytics to optimize the management of burstable instances. We design CEDULE+, a datadriven framework that enables efficient resource management
for burstable cloud instances by analyzing the system workload
and latency data. CEDULE+ selects the most profitable instance
type to process incoming requests and controls CPU, I/O, and
network usage to minimize the resource waste without violating
Service Level Objectives (SLOs). CEDULE+ uses lightweight
profiling and quantile regression to build a data-driven prediction
model that estimates system performance for all combinations of
instance type, resource type, and system workload. CEDULE+ is
evaluated on Amazon EC2, and its efficiency and high accuracy
are assessed through real-case scenarios. CEDULE+ predicts
application latency with errors less than 10%, extends the
maximum performance period of a burstable instance up to 2.4
times, and decreases deployment costs by more than 50%.
Index Terms—Burstable instance, Cloud, Scheduling, AWS,
Credit depletion period, Resource credit, Data-driven predictive
analytics.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Most major cloud providers offer burstable instances to
enhance the utilization of spare resources. Burstable instances
can operate in standard or unlimited mode. In a newlylaunched burstable instance that operates in standard mode,
each resource (i.e., CPU, network, I/O) has initial credits that
are used to boost performance beyond a baseline level. An
instance can operate above baseline until it exhausts its initial
credits, after that point performance stabilizes at baseline.
During this Credit Depletion Period the credit consumption
rate is a function of application resource usage, i.e., the higher
the resource usage, the shorter the credit depletion period. For
example, an AWS T2 instance consumes one CPU credit in
a minute if its CPU is 100% utilized or in two minutes if
CPU utilization is 50%. After the baseline level is reached,
the accrual/consumption of credits reaches an equilibrium. An
unlimited burstable instance can always work with maximum
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performance. The user is charged with further monetary cost
only if the average resource utilization over 24 hours is higher
than the baseline. Unlimited burstable instances are out of the
scope of this paper and are not further considered.
An application enjoys bursting performance when served
during the credit depletion period. Provided that the application service level objective (SLO) conditions are met, it
is possible to extend the credit depletion period by carefully
throttling instance resource usage [28]. When the credit depletion period ends, users may opt to move their application to a
new instance (with new initial credits), perhaps even explore
whether a different instance type may be better suited.
Although extending the credit depletion period by throttling
resource usage is attractive, it faces multiple challenges: i)
resource credit dynamics are not always clear and publicly
available; ii) the search space is combination of instance types,
different resource(s) and their limiting value(s), workload intensity: exhaustive application profiling within this vast space
is prohibitively expensive; iii) as applications typically require
several resources, limiting the usage of a single resource may
affect the usage of other resources, for example, throttling
network bandwidth may also reduce I/O throughput and vice
versa. Supporting various application service level objectives
while facing the above challenges is difficult.
This paper introduces a framework called CEDULE uPgrade for muLti-instance bUrSts (CEDULE+) that aims to
improve system efficiency by throttling resource usage of multiple resources and cope with the aforementioned challenges
using predictive analytics and a black-box approach (i.e., an
application is characterized only by its workload and latency).
CEDULE+ extends the credit depletion period of an instance
while complying with the user-defined SLO (expressed as
latency percentiles). It monitors the system to deploy the application on the burstable instance type that allows for the highest
cost reduction, and it predicts the credit depletion period length
to efficiently schedule instance migration before observing
performance deterioration. CEDULE+ profiles applications in
a lightweight manner by sparsely sampling their percentile
latencies on distinct types of burstable instances (e.g., t2.micro,
t2.medium, t2.large) and under different resource limitations.
CEDULE+ employs an analytical model driven by quantile
regression to predict the percentile latencies of applications
under situations that are not profiled. Then, it selects the best
combination of instance type, limitation type, and limiting
value that complies with the user-defined SLO and minimizes
costs. The framework integrates single resource throttling
in [28, 35] to provide a multi-resource throttling solution with
the additional consideration of multiple instance types and
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potential job co-location.
CEDULE+ is prototyped atop Amazon EC2. Three applications with different profiles of resource requirement are used
for its evaluation: TPC-W [1], FTP, and Ceph [4]. TPC-W is
a transactional web server benchmark whose CPU-intensive
workload simulates the visits and queries to an e-commerce
application. FTP is a protocol to download files between
machines and works using the client/server paradigm. It is
a network-intensive application and it uses network and I/O
if the file to be downloaded is too large to be placed into the
cache. Ceph is a platform that implements efficient and reliable
distributed object storage. A Ceph cluster requires network,
CPU, and I/O to process requests. These applications allow
evaluating CEDULE+ on a variety of workloads. Results show
that CEDULE+ can extend the credit depletion period of an
instance up to 2.4 times and reduce costs by more than 50%,
while complying with user-defined SLOs.
Major contributions of this paper are summarized below:
• We devise a lightweight data-driven strategy that quickly
assembles application profiles within a huge search space.
• We formulate an optimization problem to minimize the
monetary cost of applications by selecting the least expensive burstable instance type and, at the same time,
maximize the credit efficiency of an instance by throttling
the usage of CPU, network, and/or I/O.
• We propose an analytic model that accurately predicts
the credit depletion period of an instance to proactively
migrate the application before SLOs are violated.
II. BACKGROUND
Here, we describe the credit mechanism in burstable instances and how to throttle resources.
A. Credit Mechanism
In burstable instances, CPU, network, and I/O usage are
governed by a credit mechanism that allows each resource to
boost up its performance during the credit depletion period.
CPU credits allow a temporal burst of higher CPU utilization,
e.g., one CPU credit allows boosting up the CPU utilization
up to ten times for one minute. Each network credit allows
the instance to transfer a certain amount of data over the
network in a given period, e.g., a network credit provides 1
Mbps network bandwidth. I/O credits enable faster read/write
operations per second, e.g., an I/O credit enables the execution
of one I/O operation per second up to a maximum I/O
bandwidth of 3000 operations per second [47]. There are three
key components in the credit mechanism:
• Initial credits. A newly-launched burstable instance receives initial credits for each resource, e.g., a t2.micro
instance gets 30 credits for CPU, 123,617 credits for
network, and 5,400,000 credits for I/O.
• Credit accrual. An instance gains credits when it operates
below baseline performance and the credit accrual rate
depends on the resource usage – the lower the usage, the
higher the accrual rate. For example, if CPU utilization is
10% below the baseline usage, it receives 1 credit every

10 minutes. The credit accrual is capped, e.g., the CPU of
a t2.micro instance cannot receive more than 144 credits.
• Credit depletion. When an instance operates over baseline performance, it consumes credits at a rate that is
determined by resource usage – the higher the usage, the
faster credit depletes. For example, if CPU utilization is
two times higher than the baseline CPU utilization, it
depletes twice as fast the accrued credits.
When an instance operates at the baseline level, an equilibrium
is reached between credit accrual and credit depletion, i.e.,
credits do not change. When an instance exhausts its resource
credits, the system reverts to baseline performance level.
B. Throttling Resources: CPU, Network, and I/O
Previous work [27] shows that it is possible to extend the
CPU credit depletion period by limiting CPU usage. There
are several strategies for limiting the CPU usage of a process.
Nice [61] changes the process priority and is useful for batch
processing. Cgroups [52] is a Linux kernel feature that enables
CPU usage limitation by controlling the amount of time that a
process spends in CPU (called quota) over a specific period.
Both parameters (i.e., quota and period) are specified by the
user. Cpulimit [58] pauses a process execution to limit its CPU
utilization in order to keep it under a defined value. Cpulimit
requires the process ID and the maximum CPU usage allowed
for that process as input parameters. For example, cpulimit
with 50% limitation forces the CPU usage to be no higher
than 50%. In this paper, we use cpulimit as the preferred tool
to throttle CPU.
Throttling the bandwidth of an instance reduces the network credit consumption rate. Several traffic shaping tools
allow delaying communication over the network. Linux Traffic
Control [63] is a Linux kernel feature that allows specifying
different network-related parameters, such as transmission
rate and packet scheduling. Wonder Shaper [55] works with
Linux Traffic Control and allows the user to limit network
bandwidth by specifying a maximum amount of bits that can
be transferred every second. Other tools include Trickle [3],
TrafficToll [51], and cgroups. WonderShaper is the tool used
in this paper for throttling network bandwidth.
I/O throttling can be achieved through cgroups, the tool
used in this paper. It allows the user to specify the rates of
read and write operations (i.e., read/s and write/s, respectively)
performed on a specific I/O device. Their sum defines the
number of input/output operations that can be executed every
second (IOPS) on the device.
C. Instance Type and Throttling Performance
Different instance types provide different amounts of initial
credits (i.e., different credit depletion periods) and distinct
baseline performance. Note that only CPU and network performance is affected by the instance type. I/O performance
depends only on the capacity of the I/O device [47].
Fig. 1 shows the performance of TPC-W and FTP when they
are deployed on different instance types. Fig. 1(a) depicts the
95th-percentile latency of TPC-W (y-axis is in log-scale) as
a function of cpulimit. As expected, more powerful instances
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Fig. 2: Effect of resource throttling and instance upgrade on a Ceph storage system. Only one resource is throttled at a time.

allow the system to process the incoming requests with shorter
latency. TPC-W complies with the SLO (see the dashed line)
independently of the instance hosting the application. Different
CPU limitations have different effects. For example, TPC-W
on t2.small can comply with the SLO only if cpulimit > 90%.
When the same application is deployed to t2.xlarge, the minimum cpulimit to satisfy the SLO is 20%. Fig. 1(b) shows the
95th-percentile latency of an FTP server, as a function of time,
when 55 users concurrently download a file and the network
bandwidth is throttled to 500 Mbps. The more powerful the
instance, the longer the application can burst its performance
since the credit depletion period (the latency inflection point)
depends on the instance types. Fig. 1(c) depicts the network
credit depletion as a function of time, across three instances.
t2.small is the first one to exhaust all network credits, while
t2.large does not experience any credit depletion due to limited
resource requirements of the FTP application.
III. T HROTTLING C HALLENGES
We first look into the duration of the credit depletion period.
The credit depletion period may be extended by throttling
resource usage. This is shown in Fig. 2(a) that depicts the 95thpercentile latency of Ceph when network and CPU limitations
are separately applied. If no resource is throttled, then the application can use all the available credits to process incoming
requests. Initially, system performance is below the specified
SLO (see the dashed line), but the credit depletion period ends
after 300 seconds and the SLO is violated. Setting either the
network bandwidth to 200 Mbps or the CPU utilization to 40%
provides comparable latency. Although system performance is
worse than without any limitation, the latency satisfies the

SLO for a longer period (i.e., up to 900 seconds). Throttling
CPU utilization even more (by setting cpulimit=30%) makes
the credit depletion period longer than 1200 seconds. In this
case, system performance violates the SLO.
Fig. 2(b) shows that the credit depletion period is not
sufficient to correctly determine which resource must be
throttled. The figure depicts CPU (left y-axis) and network
(right y-axis) limitations as a function of the latency inflection
point, essentially the credit depletion period. Limits previously
analyzed (CPU utilization limits set to 30% and 40%, network
bandwidth limit set to 200 Mbps) are highlighted for the sake
of clarity. If only the latency inflection point is taken into
account, one should limit the network bandwidth to 150 Mbps
and observe performance degradation after 1500 seconds.
However, such a limit makes the system latency too long
to satisfy the defined SLO and the extended credit depletion
period is useless. Optimal throttling should allow the user to
decrease waste of resources while complying with the SLO.
Observation: Throttling allows delaying the credit depletion
period but if done too agressively user SLOs are violated.
Optimal throttling can be obtained by considering a huge
search space that accounts for which resource to throttle, its
throttling level, system workload, and system performance.
Fig. 2(a) shows that throttling different resources may
affect the credit depletion period and system performance
in unexpected ways. Although cpulimit = 40% (with network
bandwidth = 192 Mbps) and Network Limitation = 200 Mbps
(with CPU usage = 22%) have a similar 95th-percentile
latency, the credit depletion period is 120 seconds longer
when the network is throttled than when the CPU is throttled.
The effect of each throttling on the system depends on the
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Fig. 3: Available CPU and network credits as a function of time for Ceph and TPC-W.

application and system configuration (e.g., workload, system
deployment, system hardware). Therefore, it is challenging to
choose the most efficient throttling on a system in advance.
Observation: While the credit depletion period of a burstable
instance depends strongly on the throttled resource, throttling
different resources may have the same performance effect but
different depletion periods.
Another parameter that determines the effectiveness of
throttling and can decrease waste of resources is instance type.
Fig. 2(c) depicts the 95th-percentile latency of Ceph when
it is deployed on two different instances (i.e., t2.small and
t2.medium) with different CPU throttling levels (i.e., cpulimit
set to 30% and 50%). Here, two different SLOs are considered,
namely SLO1 and SLO2 . The small instance can comply with
both SLOs depending on the CPU limitation. Cpulimit = 30%
allows the system to satisfy SLO1 for at least 15 minutes, but it
does not comply with stricter SLOs. Cpulimit = 50% makes the
small instance comply with both SLOs for 11 minutes. While
this is not convenient for satisfying SLO1 since the credit
depletion period is now shorter, it is beneficial if the system
must comply with SLO2 . Alternatively, the instance type may
be upgraded from small to medium. Although a medium
instance is more expensive than a small one, t2.medium always
complies with SLO2 when cpulimit = 30%.
Observation: Correct selection of instance type allows processing requests with stricter SLOs, this selection is not
straight-forward when the monetary cost and credit depletion
periods influence the choice.
Fig. 3 depicts the available network (left y-axis) and CPU
(right y-axis) credits as a function of time for Ceph and TPCW. It shows that different applications may require different
resources to work properly. Ceph, see Figs. 3(a) and 3(b),
always consumes network credits before CPU ones. Hence, the
credit depletion period ends when network credits are no more
available, i.e., between 800 and 920 seconds. TPC-W, see Fig.
3(c), mainly consumes CPU credits that are exhausted after
9600 seconds when cpulimit is set to 30%. A framework that
monitors only network (CPU) credits can efficiently schedule
Ceph (TPC-W) migration before performance deteriorates, but
it is ineffective when TPC-W (Ceph) is executed.
Observation: Different applications use burstable resources
in different ways. Monitoring credits of all resources is
necessary to avoid SLO violations, especially when instance
migration is considered.
To summarize the above: i) real applications need different

resources to work correctly; ii) the optimal throttling can be
determined only after considering a considerable search space;
iii) it is nontrivial to determine the existent correlation among
different resources and their effect on application performance;
iv) credits are consumed at different rates by each resource. It
is therefore critical to deploy a data analytics framework that
can simultaneously tackle the following challenges:
• Which is the most efficient way to extend the instance
credit depletion period (i.e., limiting system performance)
while making the application comply with SLOs?
• How an enormous search space (i.e., workload, resource
to be throttled, throttling level, instance type, latency)
may be profiled in a short time to select optimal throttling
and instance type?
• Which is the best instance type to satisfy SLOs and
minimize cost?
• When should applications be migrated on a new instance
to avoid SLO violations and optimize cost?
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IV. CEDULE+
CEDULE+ is a middleware framework that can be deployed
on the burstable instance that hosts the application. The design
of the framework allows nimbleness: it is based on lightweight
profiling that can be performed offline and since it implements
throttling with standard tools, it incurs a negligible overhead
to the host instance. Given an application and its workload,
CEDULE+ determines the optimal scheduling configuration
(i.e., which instance type to use, which resource to throttle and
with which throttling level) that maximizes the credit depletion
period while minimizing the instance cost and migration
penalty, as well as complying with the user-defined SLO.
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Fig. 4 provides an overview of CEDULE+ and its module
composition: the Lightweight Profiler profiles the system using
a limited number of experiments; the Prediction Model uses
the profiler output to generate Scheduling Reference Tables
through multi-dimensional quantile regression; the Scheduler
monitors the system workload and sets the optimal system
configuration according to the Scheduling Reference Tables;
the Migration Planner schedules the next migration based on
available credits and predicted workload. CEDULE+ throttles
CPU, network, and I/O usage dynamically according to the
workload through cpulimit, Wonder Shaper, and cgroups. In
the following, we elaborate on each of the four components.
A. Lightweight Profiler
Exhaustive profiling is expensive and time-consuming due
to the enormous search space. If C cpulimit values, L workloads, and K instance types are considered, the size of the
search space is C · L · K. In addition, a large number of
samples need to be collected for each experiment in order
to properly determine percentile latencies, especially for high
percentile values. If tC is the time required to achieve statistical
stability in CPU profiling, then exhaustive profiling requires
C · L · K · tC time units to profile system performance when
throttling CPU usage. One needs to repeat the same profiling
process for W values of Wonder Shaper and D values of
cgroups. When throttling I/O, the instance type does not affect
system performance since I/O bandwidth depends only on the
size of the volume attached to the instance. Therefore, the
total time required to exhaustively profile the entire system is
(C · K · tC + W · K · tW + D · tD ) · L, where tW (tD ) is the time
needed to achieve statistical stability when Wonder Shaper
(cgroups) limits the network (I/O) bandwidth.
CEDULE+ adopts a lightweight profiling approach that
collects a few empirical measurements of latency for sparse
distinct values of cpulimit, Wonder Shaper, cgroups, and
workload. Then, these measured latencies are fed into an
analytic model to estimate the missing points. Assume the
percentage of data collected for C, W, D, and L is σ, ω, δ,
and λ, respectively. The lightweight strategy profiling time is
λ · L · (σ · C · K · tC + ω · W · K · tW + δ · D · tD ), i.e.,
λ · (σ · C · K · tC + ω · W · K · tW + δ · D · tD )
C · K · tC + W · K · tW + D · tD
times shorter than the exhaustive strategy. Note that reprofiling is required when the service process changes (e.g.,
application changes or AWS upgrades) as CEDULE+ captures
the dynamics of the arrival workload.
B. Prediction Model
Table I gives a summary of the notation used by the
prediction model. The credit depletion period of an instance
(T dep ) is defined by the first resource res that exhausts all
dep
dep
its credits: T dep = minres (Tres ), with Tres being the credit
depletion period of a resource res. The distance between the
credit depletion period of an instance and its migration time
under a given SLO (T mig ) is called Credit Efficiency. The sum
of the instance cost (Costvm · T dep ) and the migration penalty

TABLE I: Notation and abbreviations.
Notation
res
dep
Tres
dep
dep
T
= minres (Tres )
crres (t)
con
Rres
gen
Rres
Utilres
BWres
T mig
Costvm
Costmig
SLO
Pi
T dep −T mig
Costvm · T dep + Costmig

Meaning
A burstable resource (i.e., CPU, network, or I/O)
Credit depletion time for resource res
Credit depletion time of the instance
Credits available at time t for resource res
Credit consumption rate for resource res
Credit generation rate for resource res
Utilization of resource res
Bandwidth of resource res
Migration time
Cost of an instance (VM) per time unit
Migration penalty
Service Level Objective
ith-percentile latency
Credit Efficiency
Cost

(Costmig ) due to the limited number of available migrations
in AWS [14] is called Cost. In order to maximize the credit
efficiency while minimizing the cost and complying with
SLOs, we define the following linear optimization problem:
maximize T dep − T mig
minimize Costvm · Tdep + Costmig

subject to

subject to

(1)

i

P ≤ SLO,

where Pi is the ith-percentile latency that depends on CPU
usage, IOPS, and network bandwidth. The instance type hosting the application and resources throttling are the decision
variables of the problem since they are controlled for optimizing the cost. T mig is the instance migration time, which
depends on the application type (i.e., stateless vs. stateful).
Since CEDULE+ can predict the credit depletion time of
an instance, it can proactively create a new virtual machine
(VM) to migrate the application [27]. T mig = 0 for stateless
application since no memory is copied. The migration time
of a stateful application is the time required to copy the
application status.
dep
dep
Next, we show how to derive Tres for all resources. TCPU
can be derived through equation [53]:
dep

TCPU =
dep

crCPU (t)
gen ,
con · Util
RCPU
CPU − RCPU

(2)

dep

while TI/O [47] and Tnet through equation:
dep

Tres =

crres (t)
gen ,
con
Rres · BWres − Rres

(3)

where crres (t) is the number of available credits at time t for
con (Rgen ) is
resource res (i.e., CPU, I/O, or network) and Rres
res
its credit consumption (generation) rate. UtilC PU is the CPU
usage and BWres is the bandwidth of resource res (i.e., network
gen
con for CPU and
or I/O). AWS provides crres (0), Rres , and Rres
I/O [47, 53], but the models and parameters for determining
the network credit depletion are not disclosed. We derive the
con , and Rgen ) using
undisclosed parameters (i.e., crnet (0), Rnet
net
iperf3 benchmark [56]. Specifically, we use iperf3 to send data
from a client (which we deploy on a m5.large instance to
avoid bursting performance) to a server placed on a burstable
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TABLE II: Network credit parameters of AWS T2 instances.
t2.nano
t2.micro
t2.small
t2.medium
t2.large
t2.xlarge
t2.2xlarge

crnet (0) = crmax
net
57776 cr
123617 cr
115400 cr
98931 cr
66027 cr
33032 cr
N/A

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

con
Rnet
cr/Mbit
cr/Mbit
cr/Mbit
cr/Mbit
cr/Mbit
cr/Mbit
cr/Mbit

gen

Rnet
30.5 cr/sec
61 cr/sec
122 cr/sec
244 cr/sec
488 cr/sec
715 cr/sec
976 cr/sec

instance. crnet (0) is obtained from Eq. (3) by setting t = 0 and
con · BW − Rgen :
multiplying both sides of the equation by Rnet
net
net
dep
gen 
con
crnet (0) = Tnet · Rnet · BWnet − Rnet ,
(4)
dep

where Tnet is the time when we first observe performance
degradation, BWnet is the average network bandwidth before
gen
credits are exhausted, Rnet is equal to the network bandwidth
con is observed to be 1
when no credits are available, and Rnet
cr/Mbit. Table II reports the network credit parameters for
AWS T2 instances derived through Eq. (4).
We use quantile regression [2] to estimate the percentile
latencies of unmeasured configurations during profiling. Quantile regression is a technique for statistical inference that
is capable of inferring the correlation between conditional
quantile functions. It avoids over-fitting, handles outliers in the
training data (due to resource contention) better than linear
regression, and does not need any assumptions on latency
distribution [22] that is dynamic and unpredictable due to
interference with other users [24].
Typically, quantile regression admits one-dimensional input
data [30, 40]. For the use case of this paper, it is required to derive the limiting value for each throttled resource and instance
type under various system loads. This requirement forms
three two-dimensional spaces (i.e., one space per resource).
CEDULE+ implements a multi-dimensional version of the
classic quantile regression [2]: i) it assumes a steady load and
uses sampled points to derive system performance when the
throttling level varies; ii) the same procedure is repeated by
fixing the throttling level and varying the system load; iii) the
two models are combined to derive the global performance
model of the considered resource. This methodology is applied
to each resource and instance type to populate the Scheduling
Reference Tables in Fig. 4.
C. Scheduler
The scheduler monitors the system load and chooses the
optimal configuration that makes the system comply with the
SLO while optimizing credit efficiency and cost. The scheduler
selects i) the instance type that allows serving all the incoming
requests and ii) the throttling parameters (i.e., throttling type
and its level) that bring the ith-percentile latency as close
as possible to the SLO (i.e., maximize the credit efficiency).
When dynamic workloads are considered, the scheduler continuously monitors the workload to identify sudden variations
and changes throttling configuration accordingly.
D. Migration Planner
CEDULE+ migrates instances in two cases: 1) when system
performance deteriorates due to credit exhaustion and 2) to

avoid SLO violations or waste of resources owing to workload
variations. In the former case, CEDULE+ adopts Eqs. (2)–
(3) to predict the credit depletion period of each resource.
It schedules instance migration and launches a new instance
in advance (e.g., at least 60 to 100 seconds based on the
AWS virtual machines start-up time [7, 29]). This way, the
migration time does not account for the instance start-up since
CEDULE+ moves the application to the new VM only after
its booting phase is completed.
If a stateless application needs to be migrated, CEDULE+
launches a new instance. Volumes storing persistent data are
attached to the new instance. The migration is transparent to
users since the incoming traffic is automatically redirected to
the new instance before the old instance is turned off. Stateful
applications need to migrate ephemeral data from the old
instance. CEDULE+ accounts for resources (i.e., CPU, I/O,
and network) required to migrate data. If the migration of
a stateful application is triggered by the prediction of credit
exhaustion, CEDULE+ hastens the migration such that it is
completed before running out of resource credits, i.e., the
credit depletion period ends. For example, a 1 MB file can
be transferred in 4 ms if the maximum I/O throughput is
250 MB/s [46]. This operation takes 8 network credits (1
credit/Mbit, see Table II) and 64 I/O credits (1 credit/IOPS
[47]). Provided that the CPU usage is negligible (i.e., no CPU
credits are consumed), CEDULE+ starts the data migration
when there are enough network and I/O credits for completing
the operation without violating the SLO, i.e., as soon as there
are only 8 network credits or 64 I/O credits.
E. Vertical Scaling vs. Horizontal Scaling
When workload variations are observed, CEDULE+ can
opt for vertical or horizontal scaling (i.e., scale-up and scaleout, respectively). Small workload variations can be addressed
quickly with vertical scaling, while horizontal scaling allows
managing unexpected workload peaks [42]. When CEDULE+
scales-up and migrates the application to a more powerful
instance, it follows the same steps described for migrations
due to credit exhaustion. If scale-out is preferred, i.e, the same
application is replicated to an additional instance, CEDULE+
allows the new instance to access persistent data by copying
them to a new volume before turning on the new instance.
Although AWS provides Multi-Attach volumes [50] (i.e., volumes that can be attached to multiple instances), T2 instances
(considered in this paper) are not supported. CEDULE+ uses
vertical scaling for all experiments presented in Section V.
V. E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION
The efficiency of CEDULE+ is assessed through experiments on Amazon EC2. We assess the accuracy of CPU and
network credit depletion models given in Eqs. (2) and (3),
respectively, and evaluate the error of the prediction methodology outlined in Section IV. The performance of CEDULE+
is analyzed using both static and dynamic workloads, and its
efficiency is compared to the default AWS strategy. Although
CEDULE+ is deployed only atop Amazon EC2, it can manage
burstable instances of any other provider (e.g., Azure [62] or
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TABLE III: T2 instances characteristics [48]. The baseline
performance refers to each available vCPU.
T2 type
nano
micro
small
medium
large
xlarge
2xlarge

vCPU
1
1
1
2
2
4
8

Init. Cr.
30
30
30
60
60
120
240

gen

RCPU [cr/hr]
3
6
12
24
36
54
81.6

Baseln. Perf.
5%
10%
20%
20%
30%
22.5%
17%

Max Cr.
72
144
288
576
864
1296
1958.4

GCE [60]). The functioning of CEDULE+ stays unchanged,
but its scheduling reference tables must be trained by profiling the desired cloud environment. Parameters that are not
con , or Rgen , must
disclosed by other providers, e.g., crnet (0), Rnet
net
be derived.
A. Experimental Setup
The operating system of each Amazon T2 instance is
Ubuntu Server 18.04 LTS. All VMs are placed in the us-east-1
region and share the same subnet. Network performance of T2
instances is obtained through experiments and shown in Table
II. AWS [53] provides details about the CPU capacity of T2
instances (see Table III). The max I/O bandwidth depends on
the volume size [47] and is: max (3 · volume size, 100) IOPS.
1) Applications: We use three applications: TPC-W [1],
FTP, and Ceph [4] to evaluate CEDULE+.
TPC-W is a web benchmark that models a three-tier ecommerce application, i.e., client generating requests, frontend web servers, and database servers. We instantiate one web
server and one database on two separate burstable instances,
and use the ordering workload profile with a read:update
request ratio of 1:1. Since the CPU utilization of client is
always below 10%, there is no need to throttle the CPU usage
of this tier. To consider a balanced system, the same cpulimit
value is applied on web and database servers. Wonder Shaper
does not affect TPC-W performance since the bandwidth
needed by this application is smaller than the instance baseline.
FTP is based on the client/server paradigm. An FTP daemon
is installed on the server and listens for requests from remote
clients. We use FTP to generate downloading requests to get
a file (10 MB) from the FTP server. Page cache is disabled
before running the FTP daemon to consume both network
and I/O credits (i.e., bypass cache and access I/O). The FTP
server is deployed on a burstable instance, while the client
is on a m5.large to avoid performance interference between
client and server. The number of simultaneous downloading
requests (users) can be adjusted on the client side to change
the workload intensity. A 40 GB gp2 volume (i.e., 120 IOPS
baseline) is attached to the FTP server. Since FTP hardly uses
any CPU cycles, CPU usage is not throttled. Wonder Shaper
and cgroups are used to limit network and I/O.
Ceph is a platform that implements distributed object storage with high efficiency and reliability. Clients communicate
directly with Object Storage Devices (OSDs) to read and
write information while a Metadata Server (MDS) handles
metadata operations (e.g., open and rename). CPU and I/O

TABLE IV: Accuracy of CPU and network credit depletion
period model for different applications and limiting strategies.
res
CPU
CPU
net
net
net
net

App.
TPC-W
TPC-W
FTP
FTP
Ceph
Ceph

Thr. Res. (Thr. Lvl.)
CPU (100%)
CPU (62%)
net (250 Mbps)
I/O (300 IOPS)
net (400 Mbps)
CPU (30%)

dep,estim

Tres
1680 s
2880 s
757 s
497 s
403 s
286 s

dep,real

Tres
1620 s
2700 s
765 s
521 s
401 s
296 s

Error
3.6%
6.3%
1.0%
4.4%
0.5%
3.4%

execute client read and write requests, while the network
enables communication between clients and OSDs. The cluster
used for these experiments is composed by a Monitor/Client
installed on a m5.large instance and an OSD deployed on a
burstable VM. Ceph Mimic (i.e., v13.2.4) is the Ceph version
installed on each cluster node. The cluster stores information
in one pool and does not replicate objects as it consists of only
one OSD. The OSD mounts a 100 GB gp2 volume (i.e., 300
IOPS baseline). RADOS [5] is a benchmark that is specifically
intended to test Ceph clusters and it is used here to assess
Ceph performance. RADOS defines the type of operation, the
number of simultaneous users of the system, the size of each
object (read or written by the user), and the benchmark duration. While Ceph consumes credits of all resources (i.e., CPU,
I/O, and network), it is nontrivial to throttle I/O performance
using cgroups as I/O usage depends on the OSD file system
and its storage back-end (i.e., BlueStore [64]). For this reason,
we only evaluate how CPU and network affect performance.
This does not affect the evaluation of CEDULE+ since the
volume size of the OSD is sufficiently large to make the I/O
credit depletion period longer than those of network and CPU.
2) SLO: There are not standard SLOs for any of the three
benchmarks described in Section V-A1. For this reason, we
always set the SLO to a few seconds. CEDULE+ can work
with any user-defined SLO.
3) Workload: We evaluate CEDULE+ with static and dynamic loads for TPC-W, FTP, and Ceph. All applications have
as configuration parameter the number of concurrent users
which defines the workload intensity.
Static load: The number of concurrent users is fixed for the
duration of the experiments. These experiments allow training
the quantile regression model and evaluate prediction accuracy.
Dynamic load: Real-world applications serve dynamic
workloads. The number of users varies across time to evaluate
CEDULE+ performance under varying workload intensities.
B. Accuracy of Credit Depletion Period Models
We evaluate the accuracy of credit depletion period models
for CPU and network, see Eqs. (2) and (3), when resources
of the three applications are throttled. The estimated credit
depletion period is compared with the observed one via
experimentation. Results are shown in Table IV for different resources and throttling levels. The error, defined as
dep,estim
dep,real
dep,real
|Tres
− Tres
|/Tres
, is never larger than 10% and
corroborates the accuracy of CPU and network models. Since
AWS publishes the I/O credit depletion model [47], its accuracy is not evaluated here.
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Fig. 5: CEDULE+ prediction of the 95th-percentile latency of TPC-W with static workload. The mean absolute error is reported.

C. Static Workload: Accuracy of Quantile Regression
Quantile regression is in the heart of CEDULE+ as it is
used to populate the Scheduling Reference Table, see Fig. 4.
Here, we evaluate the effectiveness of quantile regression
for different applications, throttled resources, throttling levels,
and instance types. The error of prediction is computed as:
err(l) = (Y (l) − yl ) /yl , where Y (l) and yl are the predicted and
measured 95th-percentile latencies for the throttling parameter
l. Negative error values indicate the regression model underestimates the 95th-percentile latency, while positive values
denote over-estimation. The mean absolute percentage error
(MAPE) is also computed by averaging |err(l)|.
Fig. 5 shows the accuracy of quantile regression when CEDULE+ monitors TPC-W. TPC-W is a CPU intensive workload,
it is therefore reasonable to limit its CPU utilization to increase
credit efficiency. The prediction model is trained for cpulimit =
{10, 20, 50, 100}% and N = {70, 210, 350, 490, 700} users. Each
experiment lasts 600 seconds. The first and second columns in
Fig. 5 show the accuracy of the model for different instance
types (i.e., t2.medium and t2.xlarge), when the number of
users is fixed and the latency varies as a function of cpulimit.
Similarly, the third and fourth columns in Fig. 5 present the
accuracy of the model when cpulimit is fixed and the load
varies. In all cases, the MAPE is not larger than 4%.
Fig. 6 depicts results for Ceph. For this workload, credit
efficiency can be improved by throttling either CPU or network, since this application needs both resources to process requests. The prediction model is trained for cpulimit =
{10, 15, 35, 55, 100}% or Wonder Shaper = {61, 100, 200, 500}
Mbps, and N = {10, 20, 50, 80, 100, 300, 1600, 12800}. Each experiment lasts 200 seconds. Fig. 6 shows the regression
model accuracy for different instance capacities (i.e., t2.small,
t2.medium, and t2.large), CPU usage, network bandwidth, and
workloads. In all cases, the model predicts system performance
efficiently and its mean absolute error is smaller than 10%. The
prediction model works better when CEDULE+ uses Wonder

Shaper to throttle system performance.
The prediction error is smaller than 5% for FTP (results are
not reported due to lack of space). In this case, the credit
efficiency can be increased by throttling network and I/O
bandwidths using Wonder Shaper and cgroups.
D. CEDULE+ with Dynamic Workload
After creating the Scheduling Reference Tables as described
in Section IV, CEDULE+ can handle dynamic workloads
where the number of users that simultaneously connect to the
system fluctuates. To highlight the efficiency of CEDULE+,
we initially assume that only one type of instance (i.e.,
t2.micro) is used for the application deployment, then we allow
CEDULE+ to select the best instance type.
Fig. 7 shows the 95th-percentile of FTP when only t2.micro
instances are used for its deployment. The 95th-percentile latency is normalized over the SLO and is plotted against the left
y-axis. The system workload is plotted against the right y-axis.
It is generated by varying the number of users (from 10 to 100)
who are simultaneously downloading a file. The time duration
of workload variation is selected randomly between 180 and
350 seconds. CEDULE+ controls FTP latency by limiting the
resource (I/O or network) that provides the greatest credit
efficiency with the actual workload. The effect of the two
different limitations is shown in Fig. 7. The shaded region
between the two latency lines reflects the number of resources
saved by each strategy. If the region is blue, throttling network
bandwidth provides higher credit efficiency. Otherwise, it is
preferable to limit I/O. Note that the application complies with
the given SLO independently of the throttled resource.
Fig. 8 depicts the system workload (right y-axis) and the
95th-percentile latency of TPC-W and Ceph (left y-axis) when
CEDULE+ can deploy them on any type of instance. Fig. 8(a)
shows the effect of CEDULE+ on TPC-W latency. The number
of concurrent requests varies randomly between 70 and 510
every 3 to 10 minutes. Now, CEDULE+ can also select the
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Fig. 7: 95th-percentile latency (left y-axis) of FTP with
dynamic workload (simultaneous user requests, right y-axis).
Latency is normalized over the SLO (simple ratio). FTP is
deployed on t2.micro. Instance migration is shown in Fig. 9(b).

instance type that more efficiently process the system load.
As the workload changes, CEDULE+ migrates the application
on a larger (smaller) instance to comply with the SLO while
optimizing costs. The letters atop the graph indicate the type
of instance used to deploy the application. S is for t2.small, M
is for t2.medium, and xL is for t2.xlarge. Dashed vertical lines
show the time when the instance type changes. CEDULE+
keeps TPC-W latency close to the SLO (without violating it)
while using the most inexpensive CPU resources.
Fig. 8(b) shows latency for Ceph when CEDULE+ controls
the system by limiting network (blue line) and CPU (red line).
The credit depletion period is extended by limiting either resource, but throttling network bandwidth allows CEDULE+ to
reach better performance. Generally, network throttling makes
the system latency closer to the SLO and allows meeting the
objective with smaller instances. CEDULE+ always selects
the cheapest instance type that allows complying with the
SLO and throttles the resource that increases credit efficiency
the most. For example, from 0 to 30 minutes, the SLO may

be satisfied deploying Ceph on t2.small independently of the
throttled resource. In this case, CEDULE+ limits either CPU or
network after evaluating which limitation provides the largest
credit efficiency. From 30 to 60 minutes, throttling the CPU
allows decreasing the number of wasted resources more than
throttling the network, i.e., the system latency is closer to the
SLO when CPU usage is limited. Note that the system can
be deployed on instances with smaller capacity if CEDULE+
limits the network bandwidth. For this reason, CEDULE+
throttles the network and chooses to reduce costs instead of
further increasing credit efficiency.
In these experiments, applications are deployed on shared
resources (i.e., there is no dedicated hardware). Although
different strategies exist to increase the performance isolation
of multi-tenant clouds [12, 10, 17, 15], CEDULE+ remains
robust even when performance interference is observed.
E. Lightweight Profiling vs. Exhaustive Profiling
Lightweight profiling allows training CEDULE+ with a
much lower cost than exhaustive profiling. For example, when
profiling Ceph, CEDULE+ profiles 5 distinct CPU throttling
levels, 4 network levels, and 8 different workloads (see Section
V-C). That is, 40 profiling experiments for CPU and 32 for
network for each instance type (i.e., 7). Since each experiment
lasts 200 seconds, profiling Ceph requires 28 hours.
When exhaustive profiling is adopted, the time required to
complete the application profiling is 800 times longer since
each combination of limit and load values must be profiled.
For the sake of simplicity, assume that the network bandwidth
cannot be larger than 500 Mbps and that the maximum
number of users connected to Ceph is 100. In this case, 70K
experiments must be run for cpulimit (i.e., 100 CPU usage
values, 100 different loads, and 7 instance types), and 350K
experiments are required when Wonder Shaper is applied. This
exhaustive profiling is completed after 2.66 years.
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F. Improvements over the Default AWS Policy
CEDULE+ is compared to the default Amazon strategy.
Fig. 9 depicts the workload (right y-axis) and 95th-percentile
latency normalized over the SLO (left y-axis) of each application. Fig. 9(a) shows TPC-W results. Initially, the system
satisfies the user-defined SLO independently of the adopted
strategy. Amazon’s default strategy depletes the CPU credits
faster than CEDULE+ and violates the SLO after 83 minutes.
The default strategy does not monitor the available CPU
credits and cannot migrate the application (i.e., users must
do that manually). CEDULE+ always complies with the SLO,

extends the credit depletion period of the instance by almost
2 times, and migrates the application after 160 minutes.
Similar results are observed for FTP and Ceph, see Figs.
9(b) and 9(c), respectively. In both cases, performance degrades after a few minutes due to network credits exhaustion
when CEDULE+ is not used. CEDULE+ instead optimizes
resource usage and migrates applications when required (the
migration time is indicated by vertical dashed lines). The credit
depletion period of instances that use CEDULE+ is 2.4 and
0.95 times longer for FTP and Ceph, respectively, than the
period observed with the default Amazon strategy.
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CEDULE+ also allows decreasing the monetary cost when
different instance types are used for application deployment.
Consider the TPC-W application in Fig. 9(a). When a strategy
that cannot change the instance type is adopted, one must
deploy the application on an instance that allows complying
with the SLO in the worst-case scenario (i.e., 510 concurrent
users into the system). TPC-W should be deployed on a
t2.xlarge. The experiment runs for 240 minutes (4 hours) on
instances in the us-east-1 region with Linux OS, and the cost
is [48]: 4 hr · 0.1856 $/hr = $0.74. If CEDULE+ manages the
system, the application runs 80 minutes on each instance (i.e.,
t2.small, t2.medium, and t2.xlarge). The cost is 54% cheaper:
1.33 hr · (0.023 $/hr + 0.0464 $/hr + 0.1856 $/hr) = $0.34.
CEDULE+ may also benefit cloud service as a longer credit
depletion period and new instances launched less frequently
facilitate the management of spare resources that are used for
burstable performance.
G. Heterogeneous Applications
Another way to increase credit efficiency is by co-locating
heterogeneous jobs on the same VM, e.g., co-locate a CPUintensive application with a network-intensive one. Since
CEDULE+ enables throttling and monitoring of credit consumption, it increases the credit efficiency of each resource by
migrating the application only when its credits are exhausted.
Here, we consider the system in Fig. 10(a), that is composed
of three identical instances (VM1, VM2, and VM3), each
hosting sysbench [57], a CPU-intensive benchmark. An FTP
server is initially deployed on VM1 and migrated when the
network credits of the hosting instance are exhausted. Fig.
10(b) depicts the CPU and network credit depletion time of
VM1, i.e., the instance that initially hosts both applications.
The FTP server consumes the network credits with a rate
that is almost three times faster than the one required by
sysbench to exhaust CPU credits. After 12 minutes, FTP
performance deteriorates due to the unavailability of network
credits, see Fig. 10(c), and the FTP server is migrated to VM2
to comply with the desired SLO. As expected, the performance
of sysbench is not affected. Similarly, when FTP consumes all
VM2 network credits the server is moved to VM3.
CEDULE+ and co-location of heterogeneous applications
enable a twofold benefit for end-users. First, depending on
the number of allocated instances, cost can be reduced. Here,
cost is reduced by 25% since the user pays only for three
instances (i.e., VM1, VM2, and VM3) instead of four (i.e.,
one for each application). Second, the reduced number of new
instance initialization is an additional benefit. In this casestudy, CEDULE+ allows the end-user to decrease the number
of instance initialization by 50%. This is beneficial since AWS
limits the number of new VMs that a user can launch (with
free initial credits) during a 24-hour period [14].
VI. R ELATED W ORK
AWS started offering burstable instance types in 2010
with t1.micro instances. Since 2014, all main cloud providers
[49, 54, 59] offer similar instance types. Wen et al. [16]

examine T1 instances (i.e., the AWS first-generation burstable
instances) and propose to delay request execution to reduce
costs. Jiang et al. [41] analyze CPU utilization and available
CPU credits of T2 instances (i.e., the AWS second-generation
burstable instances), and propose a model to study burstable
instance performance, characterize instance type selection, and
maximize the provider revenue. Mathá et al. [44] design
a simulation environment for analyzing the performance of
burstable instances. Baarzi et al. [38] develop BurScale, a
framework that uses burstable instances to process requests
when there is a substantial queue.
Several works focus on improving T2 instance credit management to increase VM performance. Leitner and Scheuner
[13] propose a model for T2 instances and examine boosting
performance by restarting VMs when all credits are consumed. Such a strategy is not useful anymore since AWS
has implemented constraints on rebooting T2 instances [14].
The lifetime of CPU credits is stretched out in [27] using
cpulimit to control CPU usage. Cpulimit outperforms the delay
strategy proposed in [16]. Wang et al. [26] call attention on the
mechanism controlling the credit depletion of VMs, showing
that it follows a token-bucket model and in [25] they propose
passive backup for spot instances to use burstable instances.
This is the only work that studies the impact of burstable
network on system performance but there is no focus on
diminishing the network credit consumption rate.
Resource management of VMs in cloud computing has
been researched thoroughly in the literature and many distinct
approaches have been proposed [6, 8, 9, 11, 18, 34]. Javadi et
al. [24] implement DIAL, an interference-aware load balancer
to reduce long tail latencies. Wang et al. [21] make resource
management more efficient by grouping VMs according to
resource sharing and collocation criteria. Morris et. al. [19,
31] develop sprinting strategies using DVFS to boost processor
clock rates and AWS burstable VMs. Assuming a priori knowledge of system characteristics (e.g., arrival rate), they perform
off-line measurements and use machine learning to predict
latencies. Dynamic capacity is investigated in [33] as a control
knob, together with dynamic price, for maximizing profits of
cloud providers. Tadakamalla and Menascé [32] design two
controllers able to estimate requirements of a system subject
to workload variations. This approach accounts only for the
workload and does not consider other dimensions that affect
the performance and monetary cost of burstable VMs. Ambati
et al. [43] consider the expected workload to select the instance
purchasing option (e.g., on-demand, reserved, spot) that allows
optimizing long-term cloud costs, but do not consider burstable
instances. The performance and cost of executing batch and
interactive jobs on transient servers are studied in [36, 37].
Auto-scaling frameworks that minimize the cost of machine
learning applications while meeting user-defined SLOs are
proposed in [20, 23, 39]. These frameworks do not allow
deploying applications on burstable instances.
Previous work considers migration to continuously provide
service even when the selected VM is no longer available.
Ray et al. [45] develop a proactive fault tolerance system by
considering instance migration and its cost. Here, we propose
autonomous migration to restore the performance of the in-
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stance and optimize costs. Since CEDULE+ increases system
efficiency, the total number of migrations is reduced compared
to the case where users engage in migration manually.
To the best of our knowledge, there are no available frameworks that are SLO-aware and select the optimal burstable
instance type based on the workload while throttling system
performance to increase its credit efficiency. Our previous
works CEDULE [28] and MRburst [35] perform preliminary
study on applying CPU, I/O, and network throttling to increase
the credit depletion time while meeting user-defined SLOs.
However, these preliminary studies only support deploying
applications to t2.micro instances, which results in limited application scalability (e.g., workload surges cannot be handled
through instance upgrades) and increased resource wasting
(e.g., the monetary cost cannot be reduced by downgrading the
instance). CEDULE+ is a framework based on a data-driven
analytics that combines multi-resource performance throttling,
multi-instance migration, and quantile regression to enable the
system to save credits while meeting user-defined SLOs.
VII. C ONCLUDING R EMARKS
This paper presents CEDULE+, a data analytics framework
that extends the performance of burstable instances in cloud
environments by throttling resource utilization. CEDULE+ can
choose which burstable instance must be used for deploying the application, which resource (i.e., CPU, network, or
I/O) must be throttled, and which throttling level should be
applied. CEDULE+ adopts lightweight profiling and quantile
regression to forecast application latency to selects the optimal
combination of parameters to extend the credit depletion
period of burstable instances and comply with the user-defined
SLO. It also monitors the credit usage to efficiently schedule
instance migration to minimize downtime.
We show the efficiency of CEDULE+ on AWS with three
applications: TPC-W, FTP, and Ceph. In all cases, the prediction model is consistently accurate, with errors never larger
than 10%. In the experiment scenarios presented in this paper,
CEDULE+ extends the credit depletion period of an instance
up to 240% and reduces deployment cost by more than 50%.
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